Laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy as revisional surgery for adjustable gastric band erosion.
Laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) has been increasingly adopted as a revisional surgery for failed gastric banding. However, little information is available regarding the outcome of revisional LSG for band erosion. A retrospective database analysis was performed to study LSG as revisional surgery for band erosion. For staged revision, we waited a minimum of 3 months after band removal, and for single-stage revision, the band was removed by gastrotomy, and sleeve gastrectomy was performed at the same time. Main outcome measures were success rates of therapeutic strategies, morbidity, and mortality rates, length of stay, and body mass index (BMI) (percentage excess weight loss [%EWL]) before and after revision. From March 2011 to February 2013, 9 female patients underwent revisional LSG. Average age was 34.7 years. Six patients underwent a staged procedure, and the other 3 underwent a single-stage revision. Among the 6 staged patients, eroded bands had been removed by laparoscopy in 4 and by endoscopy in 2 without complications. Their LSGs were performed at a median of 4.4 months after band removal. Another 2 patients underwent single-stage revision. In the last patient, band erosion was incidentally found during a revisional LSG for insufficient weight loss. No mortality occurred. There were one stenosis and two proximal leaks. Two patients with leak underwent total gastrectomy and fistulojejunostomy. After a mean follow-up of 19.1 months, all 9 patients exhibited weight loss. The mean (±standard deviation [SD]) pre- and post-LSG BMIs were 34.0±4.4 and 25.6±2.1 kg/m(2), respectively, and their mean (±SD) %EWL from prebanding was 86.8±10.1%. Revisional LSG resulted in a further median %EWL of 28.0% (range, 7.9%-68.9%) versus weight at time of band removal. Revisional LSG after band erosion was found to be feasible and effective. However, it is prone to severe complication. In selected cases of band erosion, LSG can be performed at the time of band removal in a single stage.